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The results of study of a break up of a nucleus of oxygen on multicharge fragments with
a total charge equal to charge of an initial nucleus, and also only on multinucleons including
and one-charge nuclei are considered. Such channels of a break up being a corollary of the
extremely peripheral impacts and flowing past at small numbers of degrees of excitation, will
be sensing to a structure of an initial nucleus, mechanism clusterization of nucleons of light
excited fragmenting nucleus.

The experimental material is obtained with the help of one-meter hydrogen of bubble
chamber LVE JINR, irradiated by nuclei of oxygen with momentum 3.25 A GeV/c. The
methodical problems connected to processing of stereophotographs, are covered in our
previous work [1.2].

For want of break up on multicharge fragments the channels with an even charge are
observed only: (224), (26) and (2222) (in brackets the charge structure of fragments is
indicated). The isotope structure of two-charge fragments within the limits of statistical errors
is identical to all three topology. Overwhelming part of two charged particles in this channels
makes the a-particles (> 84 %). A main the contribution among six-charge fragments makes
12C. The analysis of isotope structure of four-charge fragments shows, that in the channel
(224) all of them consist of 7Be nuclei.

In channels (2222) and (26) in about 2/3 events the process of shaping of fragments
happens to preservation of nucleons of an initial nucleus. In such events the fragments consist
only of a-particles or a-particles and 12C, i.e. in structure of multicharge fragments all
nucleons of an initial nucleus are saved. Except for these channels, break-up of an initial
nucleus on multinucleons fragments including of one-charge fragments basically can happen.

In the table the cross-sections of different channels of a break-up on multinucleons of a
nucleus are indicated. Outcomes of account on cascade - fragmentation-evaporation model
(CFEM) there represented also [3], the main mechanism of formation of fragments in which is
the Fermi break-up.
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Table
€ « m sections $ti lab)

Channel of break up Experiment CFEM

4He4He4He4He 2.10±0.38 0.015 ±0.015

1,47 40,29 QM ± 0. IS

0.27 ±0.12 0.015 ±0.015

O &015 £0,015

The cross sections of events in all channels in experiment exceeds in 2 and more time of
a prediction CFEM, and in some partial channels it is much more. Especially it is visible
visually in the channel of a break up on four a-particles.

The obtained results once again confirm the conclusions, made by us earlier [1,2], that
in models of fragmentation the account of a-clusters structure of light nuclei is necessary and
specify the limited applicability of a model of a Fermi break-up for the description of
fragmentation of a oxygen nucleus at weak excitations.
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Within the framework of modern theoretical models of hadron-nuclear collision at high
energies the light nucleus can be produced at all stages of this complicated process. At the
first non-equilibrium stage during the development of intronuclear cascade the nucleons and
nucleons associations, as 3H, 3H and 3He nuclei can be basically knocked out from nucleus. At
the above and consequent non-equilibrium stage the light nuclei can also be formed as a result
of reactions of pick-up and coalescence. And at last, residual compound nuclei can be sources
of light fragments by the fission or «evaporation». At excitation energies of a nucleus
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